Sponsorship Questions?
1. Where can we find the Industry Prospectus?
The Industry Prospectus can be found here; http://www.tts2020.org/sponsorship-exhibits Navigate
your way on our web page or download a word document with the information.
2. Is there a deadline to Sponsor the TTS 2020 Virtual Congress?
This is upon availability of the sponsorship items that remain.
3. Is there a deadline to secure a Satellite Symposium spot?
This is upon availability and symposium spots that remain.
4. When will a demo of the platform and Industry Corner be available?
The demo and screen shots of the platform can be viewed here: TTS 2020 VC - Webapp demo

SATELLITE SYMPOSIUM
5. How can we obtain a copy of the program schedule and the available spots for a Satellite Symposium?
The congress program can be seen here; TTS 2020 VC - Program. There is a total of 9 spots available
during the congress, 3 spots available per day.
6. Will the virtual sponsored Symposium be hosted on the TTS server?
We have the option of using our Adobe Connect professional account or Vimeo-Livestream. Delegates
still connect/login through our web app to gain access. The recordings will be hosted on Vimeo
Premium account however they are embedded directly in the WebApp and can only be viewed in this
environment
7. Does TTS provide technical support for a pre-recording?
No later than July 13, 2020 we will send each company a technical support document and request to
schedule a call to review the technical requirements and support package for a pre-recorded session.
8. How many people can access the virtual room at once?
The virtual room can hold up to 1000 attendees, an overflow room will be used if needed.
9. How do we know how many delegates entered our session?
Our system gives us the option to count the total number of people entering a room, this will able us
to keep count and switch to the overflow room if needed. An attendee will be able to hear and view
the presentations however not participate in the Q&A.
10. Will there be a Live chat functionality for the Symposium?
The chat feature is for the attendees to engage with each other. A company has the option to disable
the chat feature during, and while the Q&A is taking place.
11. Will there be a Q&A option?
Separate from the chat functionality, there will be a Q&A live feature for the Speakers to connect with
the online audience. The Q&A can be moderated with the option for the moderator to view and filter
the questions before they are released.
This product video shows both features: General & Private chat options
Visit Important Dates and Production schedule

12. Are questions monitored or will they be available/visible to all participants immediately?
This can be set-up as the companies instructs us. We will have additional information on this feature
on the production document and we will also send a demo so you can view how this will work.
13. How does the pre-congress questionnaire work?
TTS can forward a questionnaire on a scheduled e-blast while promoting the symposium. The
questionnaire cannot exceed five (5) questions (to be provided by the sponsor). TTS will create an RS
Form, collect the data, and send a report to the sponsor. The questionnaire can remain on the sponsors
Industry corner.
14. Can we obtain a report of the number of attendees who attended our sponsored session?
Statistical data on attendance of the sponsored session will be provided one-week post congress, the
report will include total number of attendees, and basic demographic details.
For a visual on how your symposium will be featured, visit: TTS 2020 Sponsorship Symposium Platform

INDUSTRY CORNER
What is the Industry Corner? A company’s logo, description and up to two (2) PDF documents to include
on your profile. PDF documents can include micro links to exterior documents including a virtual booth and
can be multiple pages. Please refrain from sending heavy documents for people to download as not
everyone has high speed capabilities.
The Industry corner will be available on the TTS website and 30 days prior to the congress.
Sample landing page: Industry Corner landing page
Sample sponsor page: Industry Corner sponsor page

REGISTRATION
15. Exhibitor Registration, when will I receive information to register?
Each company will receive their personalized code to register staff, colleagues, and invitations to
medical and healthcare professionals. The code with instructions will be emailed to you no later than
July 15, 2020.
16. Could you confirm the delegate registration categories TTS are offering?
From the registration tab, you may view each category and the registration fee;
http://www.tts2020.org/registration TTS is offering very low or complimentary registration fees to the
community.
17. Will delegate registration categories be e-tagged to control access?
Our webapp can provide this option, the same system for registration is used, we may be able to
segment a specific category in the registration process. The sponsor will need to specify special
requirements.
18. How will the delegate present when accessing a given space within the Virtual Congress?
The congress management system is fully integrated to capture full data.
Sponsorship of the Registration module can be viewed on the TTS 2020 Registration Platform Sponsorship

Visit Important Dates and Production schedule

